
SDV4001 Object Oriented Programming with C++ and UI Midterm 2013

Marks : 30                       Time: 60 mins
Answer all questions.
    
Section 1: MCQs (  Circle the correct choice clearly  ) -12 marks (12 x 1)  
1. Which of the following is an associative container?
a) List                                             b) Vector               c)Map                                           d)Queue

2. STL does not have support for ________
a) containers and algorithms          b) I/O                  c) graphics and multimedia          d) strings

3. What is the output of the following code:
int n = 1; int m = 2; int p = 2;
vector<int> intVec; set<int> intSet;
intVec.push_back(n);intVec.push_back(m);intVec.push_back(p);
intSet.insert(n);intSet.insert(m);intSet.insert(p);
cout << intVec.size() << " " << intSet.size() << endl;

a) 3   3                                      b) 3  1                                      c) 2  1                                      d) 3  2

4. Which one of the following is not true about constructors?
a) are used to initialize data members of a class
b) have the same name of the class
c) can return a value since it is function
d) all the above

5. Which one of the following is common between constructors and destructors?
a) both can be overloaded
b) both can take arguments
c) both return values since they are functions
d) none of the above

6. Variables and objects created using the new operator are allocated space on the ____________

a) stack           b) heap           c) depends on where there is more free memory             d) both a & b

7. Given the code below, which one of the following statements can be used to change the value of 
variable z to 10?

int z = 7;
int *pz = &z;
int &az = z;

            __________
a) pz = 10;         b) az = 10;   c) &pz = 10;         d) *az = 10;
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For questions 8 and 9 use the following code:
class A {

public:
A() { cout << "1" << endl; }
~A(){ cout << "2" << endl; }

};
class B : public A {

public:
B() { cout << "3" << endl; }
~B(){ cout << "4" << endl; }

};

8. What is the output of the following code with respect the above classes A and B?
int main() {

B b;
}
a) 1 2 3 4                   b) 3 1 4 2                   c) 1 3 2 4                  d)  1 3 4 2

9. What is the output of the following code with respect the above classes A and B?
int main() {

A *bptr = new B();
}
a) 1 2 3 4                   b) 3 1 4 2                   c) 1 2                        d)  1 3 

10. Which one of the following is not true about deferred methods?
a) Deferred methods are abstract
b) Deferred methods are used to specify the interface
c) are needed to gain benefit of polymorphic variable
d) are specified in the child class but implemented in the parent

11. The following code is an example of _______________
class X {

public:
void m1() { cout  << "X.m1()" << endl;}

};
class Y : public X {

public:
void m1() { cout  << "Y.m1()" << endl;}

};
int main() {

X *yp = new Y();
yp->m1();

}
a) overloading               b) overriding                 c) shadowing             d) inheritance for specification

12. What is the output of the above program in the above Q11?
a) X.m1()                       b) Y.m1()                        c) compile error         d) crash/run time error
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Section B – Short Answer Questions (10 marks – 5 x 2 marks each)
1. Give two points of difference between C++ and Java with respect to dynamic memory management.

2. What is the problem with the following code? How will you correct it?
int *i1 = new int; *i1 = 7;
int *i2;
i2 = i1;
delete i1; delete i2;

3. What is the problem with the following code? How will you correct it?
      int *p1 = new int; int *p2 = new int;

p1 = p2;
delete p1; delete p2;

4. Briefly explain any two good types of inheritance other than inheritance for specification.

5. Which two C++ concepts can be used to reduce duplication of code and multiple implementation of 
the same code  in different classes?
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Section C – Long Answer Questions (Total 8 marks – 2 x 4 marks each)
1. a) Briefly explain what are subtypes.  [1 mark] 
    b) What changes would you make to the C++ classes given below so that the AbsDBConn class has 
proper subtypes.? You are not allowed to remove any of the methods from any of the classes. Rewrite 
the three classes correctly in the space given below. [3 marks]

class AbsDBConn { //abstract AbsDBConn interface
public:

virtual void open() = 0;
virtual void close() = 0;

};

class PostgreSQLConn : public AbsDBConn {
public:

void open() { ........}
void close() {........}
bool isOpen() {bool bOpen = .....; return bOpen;}
int getConnectionCount() { int connCount;..........return connCount;}

};

class MySQLConn : public AbsDBConn {
public:

void open() { ........}
void close() {........}
bool isOpen() {bool bOpen = .....; return bOpen;}
bool isCached() { bool bCached = ...; return bCached;}

};
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9. Consider the following classes and answer the questions below:
class Door { };
class GlassDoor : public Door { };
class WoodenDoor : public Door { };
class WoodenGlassDoor : public GlassDoor, public WoodenDoor { };

a) Complete the derived factory class such that it is covariant with the base DoorFactory.     [1 mark]

class DoorFactory {
public:

virtual Door *makeDoor() { return new Door();}
};

class GlassDoorFactory : public DoorFactory {
public:

_________________________________________
};

b) Complete the derived class such that it is contravariant with the base DoorQACheck.        [1 mark]

class DoorQACheck {
public:
  virtual bool doQACheck(GlassDoor *glassDoor) { bool b; ......; return b;}

};

class DoorISO9420QACheck : public DoorQACheck {
public:
   ________________________________________________________________________

};

c)  In the above code the subclass WoodenGlassDoor has a problem. Briefly describe that problem and 
rewrite the Door sub classes correctly to solve the problem. [2 marks]
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